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Welcome to the winter 2022 edition  
of The Defense Line! Thank you to our 
editor, Nicholas Phillips, and graph-

ics editor, Brian Greenlee, for their 
hard work in putting this issue together.  
We hope the articles and spotlights will be 
of interest. 

We enjoyed seeing so many members and 
sponsors at our Annual Meeting/Crab 
Feast at Nick’s Fish House. At that meet-
ing, MDC members voted to add Zachary 
Miller of Wilson Elser to the Executive 
Committee. In addition, members voted to 
approve Sheri Tirocchi of Godwin Tirochi 
as President-Elect, and Amy Askew of 
Kramon & Graham as Secretary. Katherine 
Lawler of Nelson Mullins will stay on as 
immediate past president. Thank you to  
the Executive Committee for their hard work on 
MDC’s behalf. 

You will notice that we have hired a new Executive 
Director, Aimee Hiers. Although she has only been 
with us for a short while, Aimee has become an 
invaluable addition to MDC. Thank you, Aimee, for 
your hard work. 

We recently hosted a successful Past President’s 
Reception at Blackwall Hitch Baltimore. In addition 
to excellent food and drinks, it was great to catch up 
with colleagues, including past presidents, as well 
as sponsors. Thank you to our Executive Director, 
Aimee Heirs, for organizing the event. We look for-
ward to more in person events beginning in 2023. 

MDC’s goal is to continue to provide content that 
will be of value to our members and, in turn, to the 
clients they serve. As we look toward 2023, in addi-
tion to hosting more social gatherings, MDC plans 
to hold in person board meetings as well as seminar 
events, including MDC’s deposition bootcamp, and 
trial academy. Two of our past presidents, John Sly 
of Waranch & Brown, and Mike Dailey of Schmidt, 
Dailey & O’Neill, serve as DRI’s Maryland repre-
sentative, and DRI’s Mid-Atlantic Region Director, 
respectively. I am therefore really excited about the 
possibilities for continued MDC/DRI collaboration 

on membership, content, and resources. Stay tuned 
for more on that collaboration!  

In addition to skills training and seminars, 
MDC is, and remains, active in many 
other areas. A few examples follow. Our 
Judicial Selections Committee, chaired by 
Tony Conti of Conti Fenn, continues its 
hard work of interviewing candidates for 
judgeships on our newly renamed appel-
late courts as well as our trial courts and 
submitting ratings to the judicial nominat-
ing commissions. Similarly, our Legislative 
Committee, co-chaired by Mike Dailey 
of Schmidt Dailey & O’Neill and Nikki 
Nesbitt of Goodell DeVries Leech & 
Dann, continues its hard work in Annapolis 
relating to the General Assembly session. 
John Stierhoff at Venable provides invalu-

able assistance to that committee. Our Appellate 
Practice Committee, chaired by Peter Sheehan 
of Nelson Mullins also continues its work. Most 
recently, that Committee submitted on behalf of the 
defendants/respondents an Amicus Curiae Brief to 
the Maryland Court of Appeals (now the Supreme 
Court) in the matter of Hancock v. Mayor & City 
Council of Baltimore. Thanks to Gardner Duvall of 
Whiteford, Taylor & Preston for drafting the brief. As 
a reminder, any MDC member is welcome to submit 
amicus opportunities for consideration to MDC via 
the Appellate Practice Committee. MDCs Workers’ 
Compensation Committee, co-chaired by Julie D. 
Murray of Semmes, Bowen & Semmes and Meredith 
Wolack of The Hartford, discusses issues of impor-
tance to employers and insurers and communicates 
with the Workers’ Compensation Commission and 
the legislature regarding those issues. 

If you want to get involved in these, or any other 
committees, please feel free to reach out to me or 
the committee chairs. For more information about 
MDC, please visit our website: www.mddefensecou-
sel.org.

Enjoy the holiday season, and thank you for your 
continued support of MDC.

Christopher C. Jeffries, 
Esquire

Kramon & Graham, P.A. 
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WHEN YOU NEED TO KNOW

Whether you need the scientific explanation 
for the cause of an event, or you are charting 
a course for the future, Exponent can give 
you the knowledge to make informed, 
intelligent decisions.

Exponent is a global engineering and scientific 
consulting firm specializing in the 
investigation, analysis, and prevention 
of accidents and failures, as well 
as third-party support for issues 
related to products, processes, 
health, and the environment.

Alexandria | Atlanta | Austin | Bellevue | Bowie | Chicago | Denver | Detroit | Houston | Irvine | Los Angeles | Maynard | 
Menlo Park | Miami | Natick | New York | Oakland | Pasadena | Philadelphia | Phoenix | Sacramento | Seattle | Warrenville 
| Washington D.C. | United Kingdom | Switzerland | China | Singapore

www.exponent.com
888.656.EXPO
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The business 
side of sports 
can be a rich 

source of instruction 
on what to do and not 
to do in negotiation. 
Contract terms for ath-
letes, trades between 
teams, labor negotia-
tions, broadcast licens-

ing, etc., are in the news regularly. Dig into 
the details of a particular deal and you might 
find some interesting lessons that can inform 
your own negotiations. 

Consider Franco Harris, the famous 
running back for the Pittsburgh Steelers. 
For those of us old enough to remem-
ber, Harris was very close to breaking the 
all-time pro football rushing record when 
his contract was up for renewal. Thinking 
the Steelers would want Harris to be in a 
Steeler uniform when he broke that record, 
Harris’s agent starting negotiating with Art 
Rooney, owner of the Steelers. Rooney 
reminded Harris’s agent that Harris’s knees 
were not good. Nonetheless, Rooney rec-
ognized Harris’s value to the team and the 
city of Pittsburgh. Even though Harris 
was not as strong and capable as in previ-
ous years, Rooney proposed a one-year 
deal with no change in the terms. Harris’s 
agent countered, asking for a big increase 
that was guaranteed. Remarkably, Rooney 
agreed to the increase and the guarantee, 
even though he believed Harris would not 
make it through the entire season. But 
Harris’s agent pressed on, asking for a sec-
ond year with an increase and a guarantee. 
Moreover, he threatened to go to the media 

if the Steelers rejected the demand. Rooney 
refused and talks broke down.

Instead of wearing a Steeler’s uniform at 
the end of his career, Harris landed a mod-
est deal with the newly-established Seattle 
Seahawks. Unfortunately, the story does 
not end well for Harris. According to one 
report, Harris was cut from the Seahawks 
midway through the season. According to 
another, Harris’s knees gave out and he 
could not perform. Regardless, he did not 
finish the season and did not break the 
league’s rushing record. Although Harris 
got more money, the Seahawks did not get 
the running back they sought.

What happened between Harris and the 
Steelers? In my opinion, the negotiation 
failed because Harris’s agent threatened 
to go public. Any strategy based on blam-
ing and shaming the other side through 
the media usually intensifies, polarizes, and 
complicates the dynamic. Behind the scenes, 
numerous stakeholders and influencers are 
often connected to the situation. Once pub-
lic, additional parties get involved and their 
interests have to be satisfied, creating more 
complications that will interfere with and 
delay the prospects of a deal. 

Harris’s agent could have saved the 
negotiation by recognizing Rooney’s status 
as owner of the team. In an effort to assuage 
any offense or resentment on Rooney’s 
part, Harris’s agent could have asked for 
an opportunity to resubmit a counter offer. 
Rooney could have offered more money 
in the form of a bonus if Harris broke the 
rushing record. 

Good negotiators do not drive hard 
bargains in every case. Rather, they read 

the situation accurately and adapt in order 
to obtain the prize. In Harris’s case, after 
numerous Super Bowl victories with a leg-
endary team, “the prize” was not a two-
year deal, even with guaranteed money. 
The prize was Harris’s place in the history 
books as a Steeler, where all of the players, 
coaching staff, front office, and the fans 
would come together to help him break that 
record. And he was offered a guaranteed 
raise for one year to boot. 

Sometimes disappointing outcomes 
result from the decisions athletes make 
regarding their personal assets. Boxer Mike 
Tyson bought a house in Connecticut for 
$2.7 million dollars. He invested another 
million for upgrades and listed the home 
for sale one year later for $22 million. Not 
surprisingly, he received no offers. Tyson 
dropped the asking price to $12.9 million. 
Still no offers. He dropped it again to $5 
million. Again, no offers. Tyson then took 
the house off the market. Eventually rapper 
50 Cent bought the house for $4.1 million. 
Astonishingly, 50 Cent did the same thing. 
He invested $6 million and listed the house 
for $18.5 million. Seventeen years later it 
sold for $2.9 million. 

The lesson here is whether you can 
support your numbers. You need not make 
your best argument, but a plausible one 
will suffice. Credibility and respect come 
from acknowledging what is speculative or 
questionable. Keeping it real can generate 
a better deal. And keep the media out of it.

Jeff Trueman, Esq., is an independent mediator and 
arbitrator. He can be reached at jt@jefftrueman.com
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Jeff Trueman
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In SNC-Lavalin Constructors Inc. v. Tokio 
Marine Kiln Insurance Limited, Certain 
Underwriters at Lloyd’s, Civ. Nos. GJH-

19-873 and GJH-19-1510, 2021 WL 
2550505 (D. Md. June 21, 2021), United 
States District Judge George J. Hazel, writ-
ing for the U.S. District Court for the 
District of Maryland, addressed the citi-
zenship of a European Public Limited-
Liability Company (Societas Europaea, abbre-
viated “SE”) — a relatively-new type of 
entity established under the corporate law 
of the European Union, with the core legal 
framework in EU Council Regulation No. 
2157/2001 (adopted by Member States in 
2001) — for purposes of federal diversity 
jurisdiction under 28 U.S.C. § 1332. 

By way of background, this set of consol-
idated cases involved a civil action filed by a 
power plant construction contractor against 
a group of mostly foreign-entity insurers — 
including an SE — in the Circuit Court of 
Maryland for Prince George’s County, which 
defendants subsequently removed to the U.S. 
District Court for the District of Maryland 
on the basis of federal diversity jurisdiction. 

The federal diversity statute, in relevant part, 
gives the federal district courts original juris-
diction over “all civil actions” between “citi-
zens of different States,” as well as between 
“citizens of a State and citizens or subjects of 
a foreign state,” where “the matter in contro-
versy exceeds the sum or value of $75,000, 
exclusive of interest and costs.” See 28 U.S.C. 
§ 1332(a). The plaintiff filed a motion to 
remand arguing, inter alia, that the requisite 
complete diversity for the SE defendant had 
not been adequately demonstrated. 

In the first U.S. case to address the issue, 
Judge Hazel adopted the arguments raised 
by Semmes, Bowen & Semmes attorneys, in 
corroboration with Mound Cotton Wollan 
& Greengrass LLP, holding that a SE would 
be treated like a U.S. corporation, with its 
citizenship determined based on its place of 
incorporation and principal place of business. 
As Judge Hazel noted regarding this issue: 
“The parties have not cited, and the Court 
is not aware of, any case law [addressing] a 
societas europaea… However, Defendants 
argue a societas europaea should be treated 
like a U.S. corporation for the purposes of 
diversity jurisdiction. The Court agrees.”1  
However, the test to apply to even reach 
that conclusion is not entirely settled in the 
Fourth Circuit. 

As Judge Hazel reviewed, regarding 
American companies, the analysis is rela-
tively straightforward — a “corporation is 
a citizen of both its state of incorporation 
and its principal place of business for pur-
poses of diversity jurisdiction,” whereas “[f]

or business entities other than corporations 
(LLCs, partnerships, etc.), however, diversity 
depends on the citizenship of all its mem-
bers.”2 In contrast, when it comes to foreign 
entities, Judge Hazel acknowledged that the 
“citizenship analysis is complicated,” noting 
that “it is hard to determine whether a busi-
ness entity from a foreign country is equiva-
lent to a corporation: ‘not even the United 
Kingdom has a business form that is exactly 
equal to that of a corporation.’”3  

In addition, as Judge Hazel explained, 
there is Circuit split with courts having “fol-
lowed two divergent approaches” regarding 
the test to be applied for foreign compa-
nies in light of the lack of clear precedent 
from the Supreme Court.4 And although the 
Fourth Circuit had not necessarily defini-
tively ruled on the issue, Judge Hazel noted 
that the Fourth Circuit had indicated that 
it “favors a two-step comparison approach,” 
like that in the Seventh and Eighth Circuits, 
in which, if a foreign corporation lacks a 
“clear domestic analogue,” courts should look 
to the “structure of an entity” to determine 
if its “features resemble a corporation”5 — 
thus, Judge Hazel held: “The Court will 
apply that approach here” — noting relevant 
characteristics under that analysis included 
whether the entity: “[has] perpetual exis-
tence, [is] governed by a Board of Directors, 
[is] able to issue tradable shares ..., and [is] 
treated as independent of its equity inves-
tors—who are neither taxable on its profits 
nor liable for its debts.”6 

Case Note: SNC v. Certain Underwriters
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Continued on page 8

Richard J. Medoff and Robert L. Hebb

“ The citizenship analysis is complicated in the foreign context” — Maryland Federal Court Agrees with Defendants that a 
European Public Limited-Liability Company (Societas Europaea or SE) Established Under the Laws of the European Union 
Should be Treated Like a U.S. Corporation for Purposes of Diversity Jurisdiction in First U.S. Case to Address the Issue. 

1  SNC-Lavalin Constructors Inc. v. Tokio Marine Kiln Insurance Limited, Certain Underwriters at Lloyd’s, Civ. Nos. GJH-19-873 and GJH-19-1510, 2021 WL 2550505, at *8 (D. Md. June 
21, 2021).

2  Id. at *4 (citing, inter alia, 28 U.S.C. § 1332(c)(1); Hertz Corp. v. Friend, 559 U.S. 77, 80 (2010); Hawkins v. i-TV Digitalis Tavkozlesi zrt., 935 F.3d 211, 223 (4th Cir. 2019) (noting that the 
dual citizenship rule has been limited to “true-blue” corporations); James G. Davis Constr. Corp. v. Erie Ins. Exch., 953 F. Supp. 2d 607, 610 (D. Md. 2013) (stating that an unincorporated 
association is a citizen of any state in which its members are citizens)).

3 Id. at *4 (citing, inter alia, White Pearl Inversiones S.A. (Uruguay) v. Cemusa, Inc., 647 F.3d 684, 686 (7th Cir. 2011)).
4 Id. at *5.
5  Id. at *5 (citing Navy Fed. Credit Union v. LTD Fin. Servs., LP, 972 F.3d 344, 354 n.5 (4th Cir. 2020) (referencing a Seventh Circuit comparison approach case — BouMatic, LLC v. Idento 

Operations, BV, 759 F.3d 790, 791 (7th Cir. 2014); and Hawkins v. i-TV Digitalis Tavkozlesi zrt., 935 F.3d 211, 224 (4th Cir. 2019) (“To be sure, we might well be inclined to adopt the 
Seventh Circuit’s approach if we were reviewing the issue de novo.”)).

6  Id. at *5 (citing, inter alia, Lear Corp. v. Johnson Electric Holdings Ltd., 353 F.3d 580, 582–83 (7th Cir. 2003); Jet Midwest Int'l Co., Ltd v. Jet Midwest Grp., LLC, 932 F.3d 1102, 1105 (8th 
Cir. 2019)) (internal quotations omitted). In contrast, the Fifth and Ninth Circuits have adopted a “juridical-person approach,” which considers a foreign business entity to be a citizen 
for diversity purposes “so long as the entity is considered a juridical person under the law that created it.” Id. at *5 (citing, inter alia, Cohn v. Rosenfeld, 733 F.2d 625, 629 (9th Cir. 1984); 
Stiftung v. Plains Mktg., L.P., 603 F.3d 295, 298 (5th Cir. 2010)).
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(SNC V. CERTAIN UNDERWRITERS) Continued from page 7

Regarding the treatment of the SE 
defendant, Judge Hazel first agreed with 
defendants that “a U.S. corporation is a 
plausible analogue to a societas europaea,” 
citing various provisions in the SE statute 
providing that a SE has transferable shares, 
limited liability, and a legal personality inde-
pendent from its shareholders, as well as 
provisions imposing “other requirements 
that are characteristic of U.S. corporations,” 
including requirements related to registra-
tion, reporting, management and oversight, 
shareholder meetings, and shareholder vot-
ing.7 Judge Hazel went on to note, however, 
“to the extent a U.S. corporation is not a 
‘clear domestic analogue[,]’ Navy Fed. Credit 
Union, 972 F.3d at 345 n.5 (emphasis added), 
the Court will apply the Seventh and Eighth 
Circuits’ comparison test” to confirm that 
the SE defendant was “equivalent to a U.S. 
corporation for the purposes of diversity 
jurisdiction.”8 

Looking to the relevant company char-
acteristics identified by the Seventh Circuit, 
and the defendants’ briefing and supporting 
exhibits, Judge Hazel concluded that the 
SE defendant had “all the features of a U.S. 
corporation and should be treated as such 
for the purposes of diversity jurisdiction,” 
specifically noting that, inter alia, it had 
perpetual existence without regard to death, 
dissolution, or withdrawal of its individual 
shareholders; it was governed by a Board of 
Directors; it was able to issue shares that are 
transferable, subject to certain restrictions; 
it had a corporate existence separate from 
that of its shareholders; it had the power to 
enter into contracts, own property, transact 
business, and sue and be sued in its own 
name and right; it was taxed at a corporate 

level; its shareholders were not liable for the 
company’s debts, and its shareholders’ poten-
tial liability was limited to a shareholder’s 
capital stake in the company.9 Treating the 
SE defendant as a U.S. corporation to deter-
mine its citizenship, Judge Hazel looked to 
its place of incorporation and principal place 
of business — both of which were abroad — 
and thus, complete diversity existed with the 
U.S.-based plaintiff, and plaintiff’s motion to 
remand was ultimately denied. 

Author Note:
SE’s have been growing in popularity as they 
provide advantages including allowing com-
panies operating in different European coun-
tries to operate throughout the European 
Union with one set of rules, rather than 
utilizing a network of subsidiary entities.10 
And a number of SE’s have appeared on 
the EURO STOXX 50® Index, a stock 
index of 50 of the largest Eurozone compa-
nies, apparently including some recognizable 
names such as Airbus SE and LVMH Moët 
Hennessy Louis Vuitton SE.11 Despite the 
growing popularity of SE’s, a search by 
the author indicates that no federal Circuit 
Courts have yet addressed the citizenship of a 
SE for purposes of diversity, although operat-
ing as a SE could provide a more reliable pos-
sible avenue to obtaining federal jurisdiction 
than other types of foreign entities. 

Additionally, as the Fourth Circuit has 
cautioned: “Despite the apparent simplicity 
of diversity jurisdiction, in practice it can 
become complicated, ensnaring the parties 
(and judges, too) in jurisdictional disputes.”12 
And that is especially true when foreign 
entities are involved, and as other countries 

continue to establish new types of business 
entities that will likely not have clear-cut 
American-law analogues, Judge Hazel’s deci-
sion in this case may have additional value in 
providing an overview of pertinent consider-
ations that may impact how new entities will 
be treated for purposes of federal diversity 
jurisdiction in U.S. courts.

Richard J. Medoff is an Associate in the General 
Litigation practice group at Semmes, Bowen & Semmes, 
P.C. and has worked on a broad range of civil litiga-
tion defense cases and regulatory matters on behalf of a 
range of individuals, insurers, and companies in areas 
including insurance defense, premises liability, products 
liability, toxic torts, intentional torts, personal injury, 
business litigation and commercial disputes. He can be 
reached at RMedoff@semmes.com.

Robert L. Hebb is a Principal in the General Litigation 
practice group at Semmes, Bowen & Semmes, P.C. and 
a Martindale-Hubbell AV-rated attorney.  His practice 
is concentrated in a variety of litigation areas, including 
products liability, premises liability, construction defect, 
property, insurance, and personal injury. He can be 
reached at RHebb@semmes.com.

7   Id. at *8 (citing EU Council Regulation No. 2157/2001 at Preamble ¶ 13, art. 1 ¶ 2-3, art. 12–16, art. 38–45, and art. 52–62).
8   Id. at *8.
9    Id. at *9 (citing, inter alia, defendants’ affidavit and exhibits).
10   See, e.g., Albert H. Kritzer, 2 International Contract Manual § 56:38 (Dec. 2020 Update); https://europa.eu/youreurope/business/running-business/developing-business/setting- 

up-european-company/index_en.htm.
11 See https://www.stoxx.com/index-details?symbol=SX5E.
12 Hawkins v. i-TV Digitalis Tavkozlesi zrt., 935 F.3d 211, 222 (4th Cir. 2019) (citing Hertz Corp. v. Friend, 559 U.S. 77, 84–88, 130 S.Ct. 1181 (2010)).

Get Involved  
with MDC Committees

To volunteer, contact the chairs at 

www.mddefensecounsel.org/ 
leadership.html
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We have a vacancy on the Publications Committee.  

See page 10 for details.
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Jim Astrachan

The Lanham 
Act imposes 
on a trade-

mark’s owner the 
requirement that the 
mark be used law-
fully in commerce. If 
it is not, the USPTO 
should refuse to regis-
ter it, and if registered 

the registration should be canceled. As well, 
unlawful use of a trademark in commerce 
has been applied as an affirmative defense to 
infringement in the case of registered marks, 
and there is no basis to distinguish, for this 
purpose, registered and unregistered marks. 
It’s just that the tested cases have been with 
registered marks.

To obtain trademark rights, the mark 
must be used in commerce; a mere inten-
tion to use a mark fails to create rights. The 
TTAB has adopted and applied a “lawful 
use in commerce” doctrine, the effect of 
which is that goods bearing a mark shipped 
in violation of a federal statute leaves the 
mark unregistrable or if already registered, 
unenforceable.

One purpose behind this lawful use doc-
trine is to regulate honest trade among 
merchants, and not reward merchants who 
deceive the buying public; and certainly an 
aim of the courts and the USPTO is not to 
help merchants achieve their aims by enforc-
ing their marks when their marks are used 
unlawfully. As one court ruled, “In all cases 
of unfair competition, it is principles of old 
fashioned honesty which are controlling.” 
Radio Shack Corp. v. Radio Shack, Inc., 180 F.2d 
200, 206 (7th Cir. 1950).

While a number of these cases result 
from the violation by a mark’s owner of the 
Food, Drug & Cosmetic Act, this law is by 
no means the only federal act for which the 
affirmative defense has been raised when the 
allegation has been a violation. For example, 
the defense has been revised for alleged viola-
tions of the Federal Meat Inspection Act, the 
Federal Clean Air Act, the Amateur Sports 
Act of 1978 and the Federal Insecticide, 
Fungicide and Rodenticide Act.

It is the clear rule that a trademark’s 
owner must use its mark lawfully in order to 
enforce its rights against would-be infringers.

Unlawful activity that will result in prob-

lems for the owner can be found in false 
statements made to the USPTO for pur-
poses of registration, or in ad copy, or other 
claims, made to induce consumers to buy 
the goods associated with the mark. Even 
failure to comply with labeling requirements 
can be considered unlawful use in commerce 
and result in loss of enforcement rights. Of 
course, there must be a nexus between the 
use of the mark and the allegedly unlawful 
activity, and generally, the unlawful use must 
be material. Merely collateral unlawful use 
likely won’t result in loss of rights.

For a more detailed treatment of this 
topic, see Astrachan, James B. Unlawful Use 
in Commerce and the Affirmative Defense to 
Infringement: When Trademark Rights are 
Not What They Appear to Be, Syracuse Law 
Review, Vol. 69, No. 2 (2019). 

Jim (Astrachan) is a partner at Goodell DeVries and 
represents clients in intellectual property law and litiga-
tion, mediation, and business, regulatory, and transac-
tional matters. He is a frequent author and speaker and 
has taught IP at Maryland’s two law schools for more 
than two decades.

Editors’ Corner

T he editorial staff wish to express our thanks to the contributions made by MDC members 
to this publication of The Defense Line. We wish to thank Jim Astrachan from Goodell, 

DeVries, Leech & Dann, LLP, Jeff Trueman, and Richard Medoff and Robert Hebb from 
Semmes, Bowen & Semmes for their outstanding contributions to this issue. The articles in 
this edition address a nuanced diversity jurisdiction question stemming from developments 
in European Union business law, negotiation strategy, and affirmative defenses to claims of 
trademark infringement. We are also looking for articles and case updates for publication 
and will accept those submissions at any time.

We continue to look forward to opportunities to support the MDC and be a resource to its 
members. We hope that you enjoy this edition of The Defense Line. If you have any com-
ments, suggestions, or submissions for future editions, please contact the Publications 
Committee.

 

Nicholas J. Phillips
Chair, Publications Committee

Thomas, Thomas & Hafer, LLP
(571) 464-0436

Co-chair, Publications Committee 

We have a vacancy on the Publications 
Committee. If you or one of your  

colleagues are looking to get involved  
with the MDC and are interested in joining  
the Publications Committee, please reach  

out to Nick Phillips or Chris Jeffries. 

THIS COULD  

BE YOU!
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Any Time, 
Any Distance

Remote proceedings are seamless with Planet Depos. Schedule a Technician today.

Your Global Resource for Remote Depositions and Mediations

Remote is the new in-person. Whether your 
proceeding has participants from down the 
street, or across the country, Planet Depos can 
Make It Happen.

scheduling@planetdepos.com | 888.433.3767  | planetdepos.com
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Maryland Defense Counsel (“MDC”) hosted its annual 
Past President’s Reception at Blackwall Hitch in 
Baltimore on Wednesday, December 7. Attendees enjoyed 

drinks, hors d’oeuvres and camaraderie in the upstairs Crow’s Nest in 
support of our past presidents.

MDC wishes to thank all attendees, including our sponsors and 
members for their participation and contributions to a fun evening.  
It was a great warm-up for the upcoming holidays!

MDC’s 2022 Past Presidents Reception
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WHEN THE UNEXPECTED HAPPENS, YOU NEED TO KNOW

YOU HAVE QUESTIONS. WE PROVIDE ANSWERS.

Rimkus has the forensic consultants and expert witness services to piece together 

the cause of all types of claims and disputes. Our forensic engineers, fi re investigators, 

scientists, and consulting experts are recognized for their commitment to service 

excellence. Our clients can count on timely delivery and clear communication. If you’re 

facing a complex forensic challenge of any kind, count on us to uncover the facts. 

Kim Trieschman
410-292-2917
KAT@rimkus.com

www.rimkus.com
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© 2021

Celebrating over 50 years of finding the truth. The truth is, being an industry leader 
is never easy. In over 50 years, S-E-A has pretty much done it all. Forensic engineering 
and investigation. Vehicle testing and safety. Consumer product testing and health 
sciences. Just to name a few. And we do it all with the best talent and technology in 
the business. So, yeah. We’ll blow out some candles. And we’ll eat some cake. Then 
we’ll get back to working on the next 50 years.

+1.800.635.9507     SEAlimited.com

After 50 years, can  
we keep our edge?

Can we keep innovating?

Can we get better?

Piece of cake.

Know.

Can we continue to lead?

TH
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See photos from past events at mddefensecounsel.org/gallery

Goodell DeVries Secures Important 
Precedent in Maryland’s Court of Appeals 
Goodell DeVries has secured an important prec-
edent in Maryland’s Court of Appeals for oncolo-
gists and other health care providers against novel 
Wrongful Death claims for “failure to prolong 
life” of terminally ill cancer patients. Wadsworth v. 

Sharma (Case No. 40, July 15, 2022). Derek Stikeleather briefed 
and argued the case in the Court of Appeals. For decades, 
Maryland courts have held the line against “loss of chance” claims 
brought by Wrongful Death beneficiaries who seek recovery for 
medical negligence that occurred after the underlying illness was 
already likely to — and ultimately did — cause the decedent’s death. 
In such cases, it is impossible that any purported negligence likely 
caused the death, as required to support civil liability under the 
Wrongful Death Act.

With support from the Plaintiffs’ Bar, the Wadsworth wrongful-
death beneficiaries conceded that the patient with Stage IV breast 
cancer had no chance of surviving her illness, but they proffered 
expert testimony that earlier treatment could have extended the 
patient's life by up to 2.5 years. The trial court and Court of Special 
Appeals held that such wrongful-death claims were barred by the 
loss-of-chance rule. Plaintiffs argued in the Court of Appeals that 
the loss-of-chance rule and cases applying it simply did not apply 
to their novel claims for failure to prolong life. Recognizing that 
the statutory rights created by the Wrongful Death Act are in 
derogation of the common law and narrowly construed, the Act 
limits recovery to cases where the negligence caused the death, stare 
decisis bars loss-of-chance claims in Maryland, and any changes 
to the Act must come from the Legislature, the Court of Appeals 
affirmed the judgment for the oncologists on the wrongful-death 
beneficiaries’ claims.

Spotlight
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Members of the MDC have access to MLM’s Defense Program  
- a lawyers’ professional liability policy 

with preferred pricing and enhanced coverage.

Two Ways to Save
• Preferred pricing for firms with substantial 

insurance defense practice

• A 5% membership credit - Credit applied to 
premium on a per attorney basis

Enhanced Coverage*
• Additional Claim Expense - Benefit equal to  

one-half of the policy single limit, up to a 
maximum of $250k per policy period

• Increased Supplementary Payment Limit 
- From $10k to $25k - this includes loss of 
earnings if you attend a trial at our request 
and coverage for costs and fees incurred 
defending disciplinary claims

• Aggregate Deductible - Caps the total 
amount the insured will have to pay in total 
deductibles regardless of the number of 
claims in a single policy period

*Visit www.mlmins.com for qualification details

Copyright © 2021 Minnesota Lawyers Mutual. All rights reserved.

 Kiernan Waters, Esq.
Regional Sales Director
Cell: 433.293.6038
kwaters@mlmins.com

R

®

Apply for a free quote online
www.mlmins.com

Or call 443.293.6038
for personal guidance

Managing your practice can be stressful.  The 
last thing you want to think about is your 
lawyers’ professional liability insurance, but 
it also can be one of the most important 
decisions you make.  MLM and its Defense 
Program - offering preferred pricing and 
coverage enhancements to firms with 
substantial MDC membership.  These coverage 
enhancements are offered at no additional cost 
to you. 
 
Perhaps the most valuable of these coverage 
enhancements is additional claim expense: 
‘ADDITIONAL CLAIM EXPENSE OF 50% OF 
THE POLICY LIMIT, UP TO $250,000, PER 
POLICY PERIOD’.  
 
Most professional liability insurance limits 
include claim expenses such as defense 
costs.  In protracted cases, these claim expenses 
can erode a significant portion of your policy 
limits, potentially affecting your ability to settle 
a case or satisfy an entire judgment against you.

How do MDC members benefit from MLM’s Defense Program?

Consider a case with $200,000 of claim expenses.   If your policy limits are $500,000, after claim 
expenses, there would only be $300,000 remaining to make any necessary indemnity payment.  If 
you have $250,000 in additional claim expense through MLM’s Defense Program, claim expenses 
would first be deducted from this enhancement before eroding the policy limits.  You would have 

your full $500,000 policy limits still available to ensure that your practice is protected.

How much does coverage cost? 
Each attorney who is a member of MDC 

receives a 5% discount on their premium.
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MARYLAND CHAPTERMARYLAND CHAPTER

Check your preferred available dates or 
schedule appointments online, directly 

with Academy Members - for free.
www.MDMediators.org funded by these members

The National Academy of Distinguished Neutrals is an invite-only association of the top-rated mediators & arbitrators throughout the US, 
and proud partner of the national defense and trial bar associations. For more info, visit www.NADN.org/about

NADN is proud creator of the DRI Neutrals DatabaseNADN is proud creator of the DRI Neutrals Database

www.DRI.org/neutralswww.DRI.org/neutrals

Sean Rogers
Leonardtown

Hon. Steven Platt
Annapolis

Richard Sothoron
Upper Marlboro

James Wilson
Rockville

Hon. Monty Ahalt
Annapolis

Jonathan Marks
Bethesda

Daniel Dozier
Bethesda

Douglas Bregman
Bethesda

Hon. Carol Smith
Timonium

Scott Sonntag
Columbia

Joseph Fitzpatrick
Silver Spring

Hon. Irma Raker
Bethesda

John Greer
Simpsonville

Hon. Diane Leasure
Edgewater

Hon. James Eyler
Baltimore

Hon. Leo Green
Upper Marlboro

Greg Wells
Rockville

The following attorneys are recognized for 

Excellence in the field of Alternative Dispute Resolution
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COURT REPORTING • VIDEO SERVICES • REALTIME • ONLINE REPOSITORIES • EXHIBIT SOLUTIONS • DATA SECURITY

SCHEDULE YOUR NEXT DEPOSITION TODAY!
(410) 837-3027  |  calendar-dmv@veritext.com

PROFESSIONAL SERVICE

With a pool of more than 8,000
professionals, Veritext has the
largest selection of high quality
reporters and videographers in
the industry. As well as friendly
office staff ready to serve you!

ADVANCED TECHNOLOGY

Streamline the deposition process
and manage your most complex
cases with advanced tools in
video, remote depositions, exhibit
management, videoconferencing
and workflow services.

DATA SECURITY

As a HIPAA, PII and SSAE
16 compliant company, we
ensure your data is physically
and electronically protected.

VERITEXT OFFERS SEAMLESS 24 HOUR COVERAGE, WITH MORE THAN 130 LOCATIONS IN 

NORTH AMERICA, AND LEADING-EDGE TECHNOLOGIES THAT KEEP YOU CONNECTED.

EXPECT MORE.

Veritext proudly 
supports the

Maryland 
Defense Counsel
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Benjamin Franklin the printer 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 “An ounce of prevention is worth a pound of Cure” 
Benjamin Franklin 

 

 
 
 

If Benjamin Franklin were here today he would be using 
one of Courthouse Copy’s Linux Virtual Private Server  for 

all his ON-LINE DATA STORAGE, FILE TRANSFER, and TRIPLE 
DATA BACK-UP needs. 

We offer state of the art digital printing, scanning, and storage 
solutions.  Learn more about our Linux Virtual Private Servers. 
Call Courthouse Copy for more information 

www.courthousecopy.com 
410.685.1100 

 
It’s what we’ve been doing every day for over 20 years! 
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